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DENSE ALGEBRAS OF FUNCTIONS IN Lp

R. H. FARRELL1

1. Introduction. Several of the known examples of sets of functions

dense in 72(0, 1) are in fact dense algebras of functions. For example

the Walsh functions are closed under pointwise multiplication and

therefore the linear combinations of these functions form an algebra.

The linear space generated by 1, j sin(raö), ra ̂  1}, {cos(raö), ra à 1} is

again an algebra. It is suggested then that perhaps the conditions of

the Stone-Weierstrass theorem can be given a measure-theoretic

interpretation which would allow proof of a corresponding theorem in

the Lp spaces. It is the purpose of this paper to state and prove such

a theorem. We will assume that a locally-compact topological space

X is given and (B is the class of Baire sets of X. We assume (B is a

ff-algebra containing X; therefore that A is a Baire set.

We prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Let p be a real valued a-finite Baire measure on X, (B. Let

E be an algebra of real valued essentially bounded Baire measurable

functions. Suppose l^p< » is given and EELp(u). Suppose

(1) there is an hEE such that h>0 a.e. u;

(2) there is given a base { Ua} for the open Baire sets of X such that

if Uar\Uß=$ then for some hEE, h^O a.e. ß on Ua and h>0 a.e. /*
on Uß. Then E is dense in LP(ji).

The proof is given in the next section. In the final section of this

paper additional examples are given.
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For a discussion of locally compact spaces, Baire measures and

regularity of measures, see Halmos [l].

2. Proof of the theorem. We show that if 7 is a continuous linear

functional on Lp(u) such that 7(A) =0 for every hEE then 7 is identi-

cally zero. This implies the closure £ of £ in Lp(u) is Lp(p) by virture

of the Hahn-Banach theorem.

If 7 is a continuous linear functional on Lp(p), 1 <p < 00, then there

is a function fELq(u) such that I(g)=ffgdß for every gELp(p). As
H is assumed tr-finite, in case p = l, such a function fELx(p) may be

found. Let A+= {x\f(x)>0} and 4_= {x\f(x) <0}. By hypothesis
there is a function hoEE, h0>0 a.e. u. Suppose 7(g) =0 for every

gEE but 1^0. Then u(A+) >0 and ju(4_) >0. For if u(A+) =0 then

I(ho) =fA-\fho\dß = 0 which implies ju(4_) =0. Similarly if ju(4_)=0
then u(A+) =0. We now show the hypothesis 7(g) =0 for every gEE

but u(A+) >0, p(AJ) >0 leads to a contradiction. We do this by show-

ing there must be hEE, the Lp closure of E, such that h>0 a.e. on

A+, h<0 a.e. on 4_. The first part of the argument reduces the

<r-finite case to the case ju is a finite measure. Then by arguments

similar to those used to develop the theory of the Daniell integral the

function h is constructed. See Loomis [2] for a discussion of the

Daniell integral.

To reduce the proof to the case u is a finite measure, let hoEE,

h0>0 a.e. u. Define a measure v by v(A) =jAhldu. Then v is a finite

measure. Since ho is essentially bounded Lp(p) ELp(v). Therefore

EELp(v). Supposing the theorem proven for finite measures there is

an hEE, the Lp(v) closure of E, such that Ä>0 a.e. v on A+ and

h<0 a.e. v on 4_. Since Ao>0 a.e. u, h>0 a.e. ß on 4+ and h<0 a.e. ß

on 4_ follows. Next, there is a sequence {hn, «èl} EE such that

limn.M/|Ä„ — h \vhldu = 0. Therefore hjio-^hho in Lp(p). But hho>0

a.e. ß on A+ and hho<0 a.e. u on 4_. Therefore hhoEE is the required

function.

We suppose in the sequel that ß is a finite measure, i.e., u(X) < 00.

Suppose E is the Lp(u) closure of E. Since ß is a finite measure E is

closed under uniform pointwise limits. Therefore if hEE, \h\ EE,

for h is essentially bounded. Then it follows for every hEE, \h\ EE.

For if {hn, «^1} EE, hn-*h in Lp(ß), then as ||&„| — | h\\ = | hn—h\,

\hn\—*\h\ in Lp(ß). But |ä„|G£ for m=1. Therefore E is closed

under max and min.

To prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that for every pair

4 and B of disjoint Baire sets there is a function kEE such that

& = 0 a.e. ß on B and k = ho>0 a.e. on 4. To do this we use the regu-
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larity of Baire measures and the hypothesis that { Ua} is a base for

the open sets of X.

Suppose then Ci and C2 are disjoint compact sets. Then in the

base there are open sets Ui, ■ • ■ , Um and Vi, • ■ • , Vn such that

Í7/W,-*,¿«1, • • • ,777, j=l, ■ ■ ■ ,nandCiE^T-iUi,C2E^-iVi-
By hypothesis there is a family hy of functions in £ such that A,y>0

a.e. on Ui, AtJ^0 a.e. on V,-. Let A = miny max¡ A,y. Then hEE, h>0

a.e. on G and A^O a.e. on G- Since h+EE, we may obtain h*EE,

Ä* = min(ft0, h+) such that A*>0 a.e. on G, A* = 0 a.e. on C2, and

O^Ä*gÄ0a.e.

Suppose A has positive measure, C is compact, and ylf^C = <ï,.

Then since u is finite there exists a sequence {C„} of compact sets

such that U;,! CnEA and u(A) = ai(U„"_i Cn). Let hn be in £, O^A™

í=Ao a.e., hn>0 a.e. on C„, and hn = 0 a.e. on C Then ¿ = sup„ hnEE,

k>0 a.e. on A, k = 0 a.e. on C, and 0^k^h0 a.e.

Next, sup„ min(Ao, nk)EE. We may thus suppose k = ha a.e. on

4 and that k = 0 a.e. on G Now let A, B he disjoint sets of positive

measure. Let { Cn, ra^ 1} be a sequence of compact sets, U"=i C„EB

and p(B) =p(U"_i Cn). Then for each ra there is a kn such that

kn = ha a.e. on A,

kn = 0 a.e. on C„,

0 lé kn Ú h0 a.e.

Then ß* = infn kn is the required function. The proof is complete.

3. Examples. It should be noted that if EELp(u) then for every

Pure. °°, EELr(p). If M is a finite measure then for every l^rúp,

£C7r(ju).

Corollary 1. Suppose E is the algebra of real valued continuous

functions with compact support. If X is locally compact and X is a

Baire set then for every Baire measure n, Eis dense in Lp(p), l^p<».

Proof. The open Baire sets with compact closure form a base for

the topology. Since EELp(n) for every l^p<°°, hypothesis (2) is

satisfied. Let £ be the Lp(u) closure of £. Let G CGC • ■ • be an

increasing sequence of compact Baire sets of positive measure,

A = U"_!Cn. Let/„ be a continuous function such that 0^/„^l,

/n(x) = l if xGG, /n(*) = 0 if xECn+i. Then fnEE for »èl. Let

an=fx(Cn). Since ¡i isa Baire measure, a„< °°. /= Zr.-i/r>/w2an+iG£,

/>0 a.e., and / is bounded. The algebra generated by £ and / is

contained in £. By the theorem this algebra is dense in Lp(u). The

proof is complete.
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Corollary 2. Suppose X is a locally compact space, X a Baire set,

and E an algebra of continuous real valued functions vanishing at in-

finity. Let ß be a Baire measure on X. Suppose there is an fEE such

thatf>0 a.e. ß. If EELp(ß) and E is uniformly dense in the algebra of

all continuous functions vanishing at infinity then E is dense in Lp(p).

To prove this corollary let v be defined by v(A)=fÄfpdß. Then
EELp(v) and by Corollary 1, E = Lp(v). For the uniform closure of

E is in Lp(v) and this contains all functions vanishing at infinity.

Suppose E not dense in LP(ß). Repeating the first part of the proof

of the theorem a contradiction is obtained.

If the space X is a complete separable metric space the theorem

remains true if (B is the least «r-algebra containing the open sets. To

see this we observe that the assumption of local compactness was

used only to allow approximation of measurable sets by compact sets.

This kind of approximation may also be used in case X is a complete

separable metric space as is stated in the following lemma. See

Prohorov [3].

Lemma. Let ß be a finite measure on the Borel sets (B of the complete

separable metric space X. Given e>0 and 4£(B there is a compact set

CE(B such that CEA and ß(A —C)<e.

In certain problems we may wish to allow measurable complex

valued functions. A possible modification of the hypotheses of the

theorem is as follows: (3) The algebra E is closed under conjugation,

i.e., ii fEE then fEE. Let RE be the functions which are real parts

of functions in E and 77i be the functions which are imaginary parts

of functions in E. The hypothesis (3) implies RE is an algebra. Al-

ways RE = IE. Suppose hypotheses (1) and (2) of the theorem are

satisfied by RE as well as (3) satisfied by E. Then E is dense.

As another example we state without proof

Corollary 3. Suppose F is a strictly increasing and bounded func-

tion on [O, l]. Let ß be a finite measure defined on the Borel subsets of

[O, l]. Then for every p, 1 èp< <*> the algebra generated by 1 and F is

dense in Lp(ß).

In applications to statistics the concept of bounded completeness

has become important. A family ï of probability measures on a space

X, (B is given. If for every bounded measurable function/, 0 = //d/x for

every ßE$ implies/=0 a.e. for every ßE$ then the family 5 is said

to be boundedly complete. There is often a <r-finite measure v such

that each ßE5 is absolutely continuous with respect to v. If $* is the
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class of Radon-Nikodym derivatives of the measures in ÍF relative to

v then the hypothesis of bounded completeness of SF is equivalent to

'S* being dense in Li(v). In many of the common examples that arise

in statistics the linear space generated by SF* is an algebra satisfying

the hypotheses of the theorem. If this is true we obtain an even

stronger result.

Corollary 4. Suppose X locally compact and ß a totally a-finite

Baire measure. Let E be an algebra of essentially bounded Baire meas-

urable functions, EELi(p). Suppose E satisfies (1) and (2) of the theo-

rem. Suppose f is Baire measurable, J\fg\dp< » for every gEE and

ffgdp = 0 for every gEE. Thenf = 0 a.e. a.

The proof is exactly as for the theorem. Take haEE, ha>0 a.e. fi

and work relative to the finite measure v, v(A) =fAh0(x)dp(x). Let

£* be the uniform closure of £. Then £* is in LK(v), fELi(v) and

the remainder of the proof goes through as before.
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